
When you want answers, look… 

In the right places! 
 
One of the main reasons we’re often 
unable to find the answers to questions 
or solutions to problems is because we 
are looking in the wrong places. There 
are people looking in trashy magazines 
for the answers to their health & weight 
problems. Wrong! There are people who 
look to their job and rate of pay for the 
answers to their financial problems. 
Wrong again! Often, the places we see 
an issue is outside of ourselves, when 
really we, ourselves, are the problem. 
 

An elderly man was concerned about his wife. With every day that passed, he was worried her 
hearing was declining, because he would have to repeat himself several times before he could get 
an answer from her. He even told her about his concern and suggested he take her to a hearing 
specialist. She objected and insisted that there was nothing wrong with her hearing. After several 
unsuccessful pleas to his wife to get the problem addressed, the man decided to take matters into 
his own hands. 

He booked in to see a hearing specialist and went to explain the dilemma. He told the specialist that 
his wife had a hearing problem, but wouldn’t admit it, and asked what he could do. The specialist 
suggested he try a very simple test to check the severity of the hearing problem. He outlined the 
test, ‘Get nine paces from your wife and ask her a question. If she doesn’t respond, walk in three 
paces, so you are six paces away, and ask again. If she still doesn’t respond, the problem could be 
quite severe, but walk in another three paces and ask the same question again. This should let us 
know how bad the problem is, and, what the best next step should be.’ The man thanked the 
specialist and left. 

He went home, excited to try the test with his wife, and, prove to her she had a problem. He waited 
until she was preparing dinner, got nine paces away and asked, ‘Dear, what are we having for 
dinner?’ He got no response, so walked in three paces and asked again, ‘Dear, what are we having 
for dinner?’ Again, he got no answer and was now certain she had a problem. He walked another 
three paces closer to her, and again asked, ‘Dear, what are we having for dinner?’ She responded in 
a loud and impatient tone, ‘For the third time… steak, potato and vegetables!’ 

The chances are, you are the problem, and, the solution! 
The man thought the problem was with his wife, when in fact, he was the one with the hearing 
problem. This is a humorous story, with a very serious message… stop looking for the answers in 
someone else, when there’s a great chance that you are the problem you’re blaming them for. The 
great news that, whilst you are probably the problem, you are also definitely the solution. 



When you think you know it all, then someone else must be the problem, right? The challenge with 
this theory is that you don’t, and will never, know it all. I have had ego issues for much of my life. I 
guess it came from being in an all-male professional sporting environment. It was always difficult 
for me to accept that maybe I was the problem, and, in fact not everyone else I was blaming. The 
truth is, blaming others is the fastest way to failure I know of, even if the other person holds some 
of the responsibility. The second you pass responsibility to someone else, you lose control of the 
outcomes you can achieve. 

I have told this story many times, but it’s such a powerful and painful reminder to me that laying 
blame will destroy you and your attempts at a happy, healthy and prosperous life. After seven years 
of service, I was sacked from the St Kilda Football Club by reading about it in the newspaper. Now, 
there’s no doubt that the club should have handled it differently, but they weren’t responsible for 
my professional football career ending, I was. The problem was not that the club sacked me, even 
though I blamed them for being a terrible club, not giving me a chance and anything else I could 
think of!! I had a tantrum and carried around a resentful attitude for so long that I blew any chances 
of continuing to play at the highest level. I destroyed my professional career. 

The reality of the situation, at the time, was me being blind to the fact that… the problem was me. 
My attitude had slipped, my performance had declined, and, my effort was not at the level it 
needed to be. Getting sacked was actually an obvious result. So, I was the problem, but tragically at 
the time, I didn’t realise I was also the solution. I could have changed my attitude, increased my 
effort and delivered a performance that would have either kept me the club, or taken me to 
another club. I was only twenty-four years old. My message for you this week is, to start looking for 
the answers in the right place. That place most probably looks back at you in the mirror.  

If you aren’t getting the health results you want, it’s probably not the gym, your personal trainer, 
the nutrition program or the weather that’s the problem. The issue is possibly that you’re not doing 
all the things you know you need to be doing, and, it’s easier to blame something or someone else. 
Therefore, the solution is for you to take responsibility and do what you know you should be doing. 
If your relationship is not as blissful as you would like it to be, it’s not your partner's fault, certainly 
not totally. The problem will have something to do with the things you are doing and the way you 
are communicating with your partner, even though it’s easier to blame them. The solution is for 
you to take responsibility and do what you know you should be doing to be a more loving person. 

It’s so easy to blame; your boss, the economy, the weather, the neighbours, your age, your family, 
your coach, your team mates, the banks, your lack of time, your clients, rejection, your health, the 
government, food manufacturers and anyone or anything else that can take the heat for your 
circumstances or lack of achievement. The problem is, this will stop you in your tracks, and, destroy 
any chance of success and happiness. If you can understand and imagine that the problem is always 
with you, and, that you hold the solution to any challenge in your hands then, life becomes an 
exciting place of possibility and achievement.   

From today onwards, whenever you are experiencing a challenge, problem or 
adversity of some type, make sure you look for answers in the right place. The right 
place is… the source of the problem. When your weight goes up, it’s not the scales 
that are the problem, right? When you’ve identified the source of the issue – probably 
you – you know exactly what you need to do to solve it, which is, pretty much the 
opposite of what you did to create it! You can have anything in this world you want, if, 
you know where to look.  So, look for answers in the right places. 
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